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Final Selection of TopicsFinal Selection of Topics

Basic topics
• Cover basic Java programming concepts
• Intended for students who may or may not 

already be familiar with OOP concepts

Advanced topics
• Cover many advanced Java topics
• Intended for students who whish to broaden 

their knowledge
• Students must be familiar with basic Java 

programming concepts
• Mainly for elective or higher-year courses
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Basic TopicsBasic Topics

Topic Presentation Contents Status Who
T01. Getting 
Started

Introduction to Java 
technology, Java 
programming 
environment.

Finished Mira, April 
2008

T02. The 
Language 
Overview 
(Elements of 
Java)

Basic Java elements, 
program structure.

Finished Mira, April 
2008

T03. Primitive 
Data Types

Declaring and initializing 
variables, simple I/O, 
operators

Finished Mira, April 
2008

T04. Statements 
– Control 
Structures

Finished Mira

T05. Introduction 
to OO 
Programming

Version1. Basic OO 
programming concepts 
for novices

Objects, classes, built-in 
Java classes, type 
casting, java.lang.*, 
java.util.*

Still Open Mira

Version2. OO 
programming concepts in 
Java for C++ students

Objects, classes, 
inheritance in Java and 
other programming 
languages

Still Open Mira or 
maybe 
Zivana
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Basic TopicsBasic Topics

Topic Presentation Contents Status Who
T06. Reference 
Data Types

Creating new classes, 
constructors, overloading,  
arrays composition, 
inheritance, 
polymorphism,  
interfaces, abstract 
classes, inner classes

Klaus –
Finished,
Mira - In 
Progress

Klaus (most 
of them), 
Mira 
(abstract 
classes, 
inner 
classes)

T07. Packages Finished Mira
T08. Exception
Handling

Finished Klaus

T09. JavaBeans 
Basics. Basic 
Elements of 
Windows and 
Applets

JFrame, JApplet, running 
applets

Almost 
Finished

Mira, 
JavaBeans, 
April 2008.

T10. Quick 
Introduction to 
UML and XML

In Progress Mira and 
students

T11. Introducing 
SE Principles in 
Java 
Programming

Mouse in Maze Finished Klaus
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Basic TopicsBasic Topics

Topic Dependency Graph
• Word document
• PDF document
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Advanced TopicsAdvanced Topics

Topic Presentation Contents Status Who
T12. Strings String, StringBuilder, 

StringBuffer, 
StringTokenizer, Regular 
Expressions, Formatting 
Input, Scanning Output

Finished Boro

T13. Windows & 
Applets

Finished
(2009)

Dragoslav, 
based on the 
presentation 
in Serbian.

T14. Collections Arrays, containers, 
generics

Finished Dragoslav

T15. The Java 
I/O System

Almost 
Finished

Mira, April 
2008.

T16. Serialization Finished Anastas
T17. Java 5 New 
Features

Generics, boxing, 
varargs, enhanced for 
loop, enumerations, static 
imports, annotations, 
formatting, threading, 
overriding return types, 
unicode

Finished Dragoslav

T18. Generics Finished Dragoslav
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Advanced TopicsAdvanced Topics

Topic Presentation Contents Status Who
T19. Enumerated 
Types

Finished Dragoslav

T20. Annotations Finished Dragoslav
T21. Threads Threads in Java Finished?

Classical Synchronization 
Problems in Java

Producer-Consumer 
Problem, Readers-Writers 
Problem Generalizations, 
Dining Philosophers, 
Semaphores, Event 
Counters, Bounded 
Semaphores, Blocking 
Barriers

Finished Dragoslav

T22. Network 
Programming
(TCP, UDP, URL, 
Socket)

Network Programming Basic networking 
concepts, client and 
server programming, IP 
and Java sockets

Finished Anastas

URL and URLConnection HTTP protocol, associated 
classes, CGI, HTTP 
commands 

Finished Anastas
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Advanced TopicsAdvanced Topics

Topic Presentation Contents Status Who
T23. Distributed 
Applications

Client/Server 
Programming 

TCP client and server 
programming, application 
level protocols, 
multithreading 

Finished Anastas

RMI
T24. Java 
Security

Security Finished Anastas
Java Cryptography 
Architecture

Finished Anastas

T25. Data Bases 
(JDBC)

Finished Vangel

T26. Java 
Internet 
Programming, 
Servlets, JSP

Finished 
(2009)

Vangel

T27. Enterprise 
JavaBeans

Finished 
(2009)

Vangel

T28. Mobile 
Agent Technology 
Using Java

Finished 
(2009)

Dragoslav
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Advanced TopicsAdvanced Topics

Topic Dependency Graph
• Word document
• PDF document
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Short Presentation ofShort Presentation of
2 Advanced Topics2 Advanced Topics

Berlin, January 2009
Windows & Applets
• 96 slides
• Based on the preexisting presentation in Serbian

Mobile Agent Technology Using Java
• 54 slides
• Created from scratch
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Windows & Applets

1. The Jframe Class

2. The Japplet Class

3. Running Applets

4. Drawing

5. Introduction to Interactive Interfaces

6. Layout Management

7. The Swing Event Model 

8. Overview of Swing Components

9. Animations
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Since version 1.2, Java has a modern library for creating user interfaces 
called Swing

Because of the backward compatibility with older versions of Java the 
old AWT package has been kept, and the new one, Swing, has been 
realized by inheriting classes from the old package.

Some components of the old AWT package are still used directly, so 
usually, when programming an interface, both packages are imported.

Applets are a special kind of Java programs used as parts of web 
pages.

While windows are used for creating graphical interfaces supporting 
standalone applications, an applet is differed from the ordinary Java 
program by the fact that it cannot be executed alone, but needs some 
other program, such as Internet browser.

In the Swing library, windows are represented with the class 
javax.swing.JFrame , while the class javax.swing.Japplet can be 
used for the creation of applets.

Windows & Applets
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While programming a graphical user interface, the JFrame class is 
usually treated as a container at the highest hierarchy level, which 
may contain other containers or specialized interface components, 
such as buttons, labels, text fields, etc.
Components are usually added to the window in the constructor of
the class inheriting JFrame, but previously a reference to the 
window’s content pane must be acquired. 

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.awt.Component

|
+--java.awt.Container

|
+--java.awt.Window

|
+--java.awt.Frame

|
+--javax.swing.JFrame

1 The JFrame Class
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Example – creating a window
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.*;
public class MyFrame extends JFrame {

public MyFrame() {
getContentPane().add(new JLabel("Prozor!"));

}
public static void main(String[] args) {

JFrame frame = new MyFrame();
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);  
frame.setSize(200,150);
frame.setVisible(true);

}
}

1 The JFrame Class – An Example
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Like in the case of windows, the JApplet class usually serves as 
just a container for other specialized interface components

When creating an applet, you inherit from class JApplet and 
override the appropriate methods. There are a few methods that 
control the creation and execution of an applet:

– public void init() – Automatically called to perform first-time 
initialization of the applet, including component layout. You’ll always 
override this method.

– public void start()
– public void stop()
– public void destroy() – Called to perform final release of 

resources when the applet is no longer used

java.lang.Object
|
+--java.awt.Component

|
+--java.awt.Container

|
+--java.awt.Panel

|
+--java.applet.Applet

|
+--javax.swing.JApplet

2 The JApplet Class
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The init( ) method is responsible for putting all the components on 
the form using the add( ) method. Swing requires that you add all 
components to the “content pane” of a form, so you must call 
getContentPane( ) as part of the add( ) process.

Applets’ main method doesn’t have to be implemented, because 
the applet’s instance is created and shown on the screen by the 
system.

Example – creating an applet

import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.*;

public class MyApplet extends JApplet {
public void init() {
getContentPane().add(new JLabel("Aplet!"));

}
}

2 The JApplet Class – An Example
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This way, you can run “appletviewer MyApplet.java” and you don’t 
need to create tiny HTML files to run tests.

Example – a HTML page with the applet MyApplet embedded

<HTML>
<HEAD>

<TITLE> Our web page </TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>

Here is the result of our program:
<APPLET CODE="MyApplet.class" WIDTH=150 HEIGHT=25>
</APPLET>

</BODY>
</HTML>

\\ <applet code="MyApplet.class" width=200 height=100></applet>

Sun’s JDK contains a tool called the appletviewer that picks the 
<applet> tags out of the HTML file and runs the applets without 
displaying the surrounding HTML text. 
Because the appletviewer ignores everything but <applet> tags, you 
can put those tags in the Java source file as comments:

3 Running Applets
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Example - an applet instance inside a window

// <applet code="MyApplet.class" width=100 height=50></applet>
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.*;

public class MyApplet extends JApplet {
public void init() {

getContentPane().add(new JLabel("Aplet!"));
}

public static void main(String[] args) {
JFrame frame = new JFrame("MyApplet");
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);

JApplet applet = new MyApplet();
applet.init();
applet.start();

frame.getContentPane().add(applet);
frame.setSize(100,50);
frame.setVisible(true);

}
}

It’s typically much faster and easier to run the resulting applet-application from 
the command line than it is to start up a Web browser or the appletviewer.

3 Running Applets from the command line 
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Every component is responsible for drawing itself on the screen.
If you want to use a standard component, you only have to add it to your 
applet. You don't have to worry about painting it on the screen. That will 
happen automatically.
You should not draw directly on JApplets or on other top-level Swing
components. Instead, you should make a separate component to use as a 
drawing surface, and add that component to the JApplet. Typically, the 
class for the drawing surface will be defined as a subclass of 
javax.swing.JPanel
A JPanel, like any JComponent, draws its content in the method
paintComponent(Graphics g)
To create a drawing surface, you should define a subclass of JPanel and 
provide a custom paintComponent() method. 
When the time comes for your component to be drawn on the screen, the 
system will call its paintComponent() to do the drawing. You should call 
repaint() to inform the system that the component needs to be redrawn.
The paintComponent() method has a parameter of type 
java.awt.Graphics which represents a graphics context that can be 
used for drawing shapes, text, and images.

4 Drawing (1/2)
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Each component has an instance method called getGraphics(). This 
method is a function that returns a graphics context that can be used for 
drawing on the component outside its paintComponent() method. 
The surface of the component is rectangular matrix of points (pixels), 
and the position of every pixel is determined by its coordinates. The 
origin is placed in the upper left corner of the component.
The Graphics class includes a large number of instance methods for 
drawing various shapes, such as lines, rectangles, and ovals. They are 
drawn in the current drawing color of the graphics context. The current 
drawing color can be changed at any time using the setColor()
Here is a list of some of the most important drawing methods:

– drawString(String str, int x, int y)
– drawLine(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2)
– drawRect(int x, int y, int width, int height)
– fillRect(int x, int y, int width, int height)
– drawOval(int x, int y, int width, int height)
– fillOval(int x, int y, int width, int height)

4 Drawing (2/2)
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4 Drawing – An Example (1/2)

Example – an applet drawing a regular polygon

// <applet code=“Polygon.class" width=400 height=300></applet>
import java.awt.*;
import javax.swing.*;

public class Polygon extends JApplet {
private int N = 6;
public void init() {

getContentPane().add(new Display());
}
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4 Drawing – An Example (2/2)
class Display extends JPanel {

public void paintComponent(Graphics g) {
super.paintComponent(g);
Dimension dim = getSize();
int x = dim.width / 2;
int y = dim.height / 2;
double radius = 0.8 * Math.min(dim.width,dim.height) / 2;
double angle = 2 * Math.PI / N;
for(int i = 0; i < N; i++) {

int
startx = x + (int)(radius*Math.cos(i*angle)),
starty = y + (int)(radius*Math.sin(i*angle)),
endx = x + (int)(radius*Math.cos((i+1)*angle)),
endy = y + (int)(radius*Math.sin((i+1)*angle));

g.drawLine(startx,starty,endx,endy);
}

}
}  
public static void main(String[] args) {

JFrame frame = new JFrame(“Polygon");
frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE);
JApplet applet = new Polygon();
applet.init();
applet.start();
frame.getContentPane().add(applet);
frame.setSize(400,300);
frame.setVisible(true);

}
}
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Mobile Agent Technology Using Java

1. What is an Agent? 

2. Why Mobile Agents?

3. Timeline

4. Agent standards and agent systems

5. JADE Intro

6. JADE Programming Model

7. JADE Agent Communication

30

Behaviours

The actual job an agent has to do is typically carried out within 
“behaviours”
A behaviour is implemented as an object of a class that extends 
jade.core.behaviours.Behaviour.
In order to make an agent execute the task implemented by a 
behaviour object it is sufficient to add the behaviour to the agent 
by means of the addBehaviour() method of the Agent class.
Behaviours can be added at any time: 
– when an agent starts (in the setup() method) 
– or from within other behaviours.



action() and done() methods

Each class extending Behaviour must implement 
– the action() method actually defines the operations to be performed 

when the behaviour is in execution
– the done() method (returns a boolean value), that specifies whether 

or not a behaviour has completed and have to be removed from the 
pool of behaviours of an agent
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Behaviours scheduling and execution

An agent can execute several behaviours concurrently.
It is important to notice that scheduling of behaviours in an 
agent is not pre-emptive (as for Java threads) but cooperative.
This means that when a behaviour is scheduled for 
execution its action() method is called and runs until it 
returns.
Therefore it is the programmer who defines when an agent 
switches from the execution of a behaviour to the execution of 
the next one.

32
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Predefined Behaviours

You define action yourself
SimpleBehaviour
– You define done() yourself

CyclicBehaviour
– You may NOT define done()
– ‘done’ is permanently set to return false

OneShotBehaviour
– You may NOT define done()
– ‘done’ is permanently set to return true



Behaviours
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Behaviour

action()
done()

Simple Behaviour CompositeBehaviour

<<protected>> preAction()
<<protected>> postAction()
<<protected>> bodyAction()
addBehaviour()
removeBehaviour()OneShotBehaviour CyclicBehaviour

SequentialBehaviour

<<protected>> bodyAction()

Abstract 
class

Abstract - simple
not composable
no interruption

Abstract – com-
poses children; 
interruptable

ParallelBehaviour

<<protected>> bodyAction()

FSMBehaviour

<<protected>> bodyAction()

Finite State 
Machine

done = 
true

done = 
false

Generic behaviours

Generic behaviours that embeds a status and execute different 
operations depending on that status. They complete when a 
given condition is met.

36



Complex Behaviours

JADE provides the possibility of combining simple behaviours
together to create complex behaviours.
This feature is outside the scope. 
Refer to the Javadoc of the SequentialBehaviour, 
ParallelBehaviour and FSMBehaviour for the details.
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Scheduling operations

JADE provides two ready-made classes (in the 
jade.core.behaviours package) by means of which it is possible 
to easily implement behaviours that execute certain operations 
at given points in time.

38



Waker Behaviour

action() and done() methods are already implemented in such a 
way to execute the handleElapsedTimeout() abstract method 
after a given timeout (specified in the constructor) expires.
After the execution of the handleElapsedTimeout() method the 
behaviour completes.

39

Ticker Behaviour

action() and done() methods are already implemented in such a 
way to execute the onTick() abstract method repetitively waiting 
a given period (specified in the constructor) after each 
execution. 
A TickerBehaviour never completes.

40
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ConclusionConclusion

The proposed organization of the teaching 
material is very important because:
• it covers a wide variety of Java topics,
• it can be used for different courses,
• different topics can be used in different institutions 

(project members).

The material is well prepared.
• Different lecturers worked on different topics according to 

their affinities or areas of their educational-scientific 
expertise.

• Through discussing different views and opinions, creators 
of the material gained a more complex insight into topics, 
and therefore a better quality of the material is achieved.
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ConclusionConclusion

Significant amount of basic, advanced and 
DSA Java topics are covered (most of the 
material is available in English).
The material contains a lot of examples 
(with code).
Constant improvement, modernization, and 
expansion of the material.
Good basis for making web-based, 
distance-learning course(s).
Other colleagues are welcome to contribute 
their presentations in English.
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Thank you for your attention.


